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EXT. CAMPUS-DAY

A couple is walking around campus, holding hands.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Finding your Red Wolf for life. We 
all want it. Though going to class 
and finding your eternal teammate 
is tough.

That's why we here at A-State have 
created the one stop shop, for all 
your relationship needs.

CUT TO: INTERVIEW

INT. INTERVIEW ROOM

A person is being interviewed.

PERSON #1
With all that was going on campus, 
class, school events, volunteering. 
I couldn't find time to find that 
special Red Wolf.

A shot of PERSON #1 looking off into the distance by the 
lake at CAC.

PERSON #1, STILL LOOKING AT THE LAKE, SKIPS A ROCK, WHEN A 
NEW A PERSON OF THE OPPOSITE SEX WALKS UP.

CUT TO: INTERVIEW

PERSON #1 is now sitting in the room with the new person, 
Person #2.

PERSON #1
But, once I joined 
RedWolvesDate.com, I met my life 
Red Wolf.

PERSON #2
I've tired other sites, all I ever 
found were pigs!

PERSON #1
(Laughing)

Gross!
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The two share an annoying couple laugh that sounds the same, 
the kind that makes you roll your eyes if you saw it in a 
mall.

CUT TO: CAMPUS

EXT. CAMPUS-DAY

The couple is sharing a milkshake, playing tetherball,the 
man person is playing guitar for the other person.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Yes that's right, redwolvesdate.com 
will be your new place to connect 
to the students around you.

QUICK SHOTS 
OF:STUDENTS

I/E. MUTIPLE SETTINGS-DAY

A succession of single people looking at the camera.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Everyone uses redwolvesdate.com.

(new person)
This guy

(new person)
Her

(new person)
Them!

(group in other 
university shirts)
(beat)

Uh ...
(quick change to new 
person)

And Him!

CUT TO:INTERVIEW

INT. INTERVIEW

Howl and Scarlet are sitting in the interview room, they are 
holding hands.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Even celebrity's used our site!

Howl and Scarlet makes motions to the camera, but make no 
sound.
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NARRATOR (V.O.)
How romantic!

CUT TO: CAMPUS

EXT. CAMPUS-DAY

As the clock tower rings, the first couple are holding 
hands, swinging around each other. As they do, students are 
trying walk around them, the couple's swinging even bumps 
into the students.

NARRATOR
Don't waste any more time. Your 
true love is waiting for you.

RedWolvesDate.com
(beat)

Howl You Doin'?
(beat)

Wink

Josh winks at the camera.

END


